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2019 IN REVIEW
OVERVIEW

T

he MPFBC saw another rewarding year in 2019. Though the board of directors did not meet the
disbursement target set for the year, they were able to approve all submissions received that were
in accordance with the MPFBC constitution. The MPFBC continued to receive revenue from
across the country as a result of the fund-raising efforts undertaken by the many base and wing MP
Detachments and units, not to mention the outstanding efforts from our deployed and MPSS detachments
around the world. It is the tireless work that you do that allows the MPFBC each year to provide much
needed equipment and services to visually impaired children. There is nothing more rewarding than
seeing the smile on the face of a child when you hand them their new pair of glasses or that new computer
that will now allow them to complete their school work like all of the other kids in their class.

PROJECTS/EXPENDITURES
In 2019, the MPFBC Board of Directors approved disbursements of up to $250,000.00 and expended
almost $115,000.00 to qualified recipients. These funds were used to purchase specialized equipment and
computers, and to cover specialized programs, lessons and camp fees for over 70 visually impaired
children.
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REVENUE
Revenue during 2019 included funds raised through special events, including the Military Police NCR
Golf Tournament, which raised in excess of $16,000.00 and the Military Police National Motorcycle
Relay, which raised just over $20,000. The total revenue received over the course of the year was
approximately $109,000.

One of many events held throughout the year is featured in the photo below. This is the annual MP
Hockey Tournament hosted by MP in Eastern region, which sees participation by MP within Ontario and
Quebec
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2020 AT A GLANCE
T

he MPPBC is expecting to continue its mandate in the year 2020. The goal is to continue to use
the funds raised in support of the MPFBC to provide visually impaired children across the
country and abroad with equipment and services needed to enhance their lives in some measure.

The MPFBC board of directors has set a target of $200,000 again. The board will work diligently through
the regional representatives to endeavour to meet our disbursement target. We urge all members of the
Military Police Branch to continue to canvass your communities in order to identify visually impaired
children 21 years of age or younger who could benefit from the support of the MPFBC. Over the year we
are hoping to see new names on submission requests, which would be an an indication that the MPFBC is
having a larger presence in the field of child visual impairment.
2020 will also see the MPFBC endeavour to improve our presence on social media through a new website
and a reinvigorated approach to FaceBook. We are excited about these changes and encourage all to refer
to these platforms as a means of keeping updated on the activities of the MPFBC.

CLOSING COMMENT

T

he MPFBC board of directors would like to take this opportunity to thank those of you who help
keep the legacy of Col Stone alive through the support you provide to the MPFBC. Without your
hard work and willingness to volunteer to organize and participate in events/activities to raise
funds for the MPFBC we would not be able to change the lives of visually impaired children. No donation
is too small and no effort too weak to make a difference.

For more information visit the MPFBC website at www.mpfbc.ca
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